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THE PERSISTENT INFLATION HYPOTHESIS

Key macro themes

Peak inflation? – Financial markets rallied this past month amid widespread beliefs that inflation in developed markets (DMs)
is turning the corner. In line with market expectations, leading indicators point to weaker inflation in H2/22 and 2023, as
weak confidence and rising borrowing costs reduce demandside pressures, and ease supplychain backlogs.

The stickiness factor – Although inflation in DMs will likely ease, a muchmore important insight is thatmarkets remain overly
optimistic over the speed of adjustment (F1). Even if cyclical conditions worsen, major supply constraints like oil & natural
gas shortages, a lack of housing inventory and low participation rates should keep inflation well above market expectations.

Investment strategy

Bond risks – Elevated inflation risks have important implications for sovereign bond investments (F2). Even if pricing pressures
ease, central banks are unlikely to cut rates as long as inflation remains well above target. In line with past stagflation regimes,
strongerthanexpected inflation and policy rates worsen the hedging appeal of DM sovereign debt.

Charts of the month
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F1: Markets expect inflation to fall fast
DM breakeven inflation rates by maturity

Short-term (1-5Y)

Long-term

Target +/- 0.5%

Note: Breakeven inflation is the average rate of inflation expected by bond investors over 
a given forecast horizon. Shaded blue area indicates the central bank target (2.0% for 
major DMs) +/- 0.5%. Source: Numera Analytics on ICE BofAML data.
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F2: Have sovereign bonds bottomed out?
DM sovereign bonds vs. CPI inflation

Note: Chart compares DM sovereign bond prices against YoY CPI inflation. 
Source: ICE BofAML, OECD.
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Core global views

Economic activity:

• DM growth – Slowdown. Consumer confidence continues to weaken, as monetary tightening and persistently
high inflation erodes purchasing power. Further hikes and concerns over personal finances weaken the DM growth
outlook, particularly as mobility tailwinds dissipate. We have downgraded our baseline scenario for 2023 to 1.4%.

• EM growth – Belowtrend. Leading indicators suggest China continues to recover benefiting from infrastructure
spending, as well as liquidity injections by the PBOC. While it is unlikely that Beijing will meet it’s 5.5% growth
target in 2022, countercyclical measures should result in above (or near) potential growth next year.

Equity strategy:

• DM stocks – Neutral. DM stocks rose 11% last month, as lower yields helped stabilize valuations. Note, however,
that the lower yields partly reflect expectations of lower policy rates given rising recession risks. Alongside elevated
financial stress, this continues to expose DM stocks to steep potential losses, suggesting a neutral stance.

• EM stocks –Neutral. Falling commodity prices and tight global liquidity curb the riskreward balance of EM stocks.
In relative terms, however, China’s recovery and historically low valuations improve their appeal as a diversifier of
DM equity risk. We favour EM Asia and LatAm over EMEA, more vulnerable to a decline in energy prices.

FICC strategy:

• Fixed income – Underweight. Expectations that DM inflation is near its peak has increased demand for sovereign
debt. Although pricing pressures should ease in 2023, numerous supply constraints will keep inflation well above
target. This points to a lengthy DM hiking cycle, worsening the appeal of sovereign debt in balanced portfolios.

• Commodities – Neutral. After experiencing 20%+ losses over the past two months, we believe cyclical commodi
ties have now largely ‘priced in’ global recession risks. This reduces downside risks versus earlier this year, with
our models now revealing a 51% chance of positive returns on broad commodity indices (vs. 39% last month).

• US dollar –Overweight. Weak global growth, continuous Fed rate hikes and rising liquidity risks should keep lifting
the USD against other reserve currencies. We are particularly bearish on the EUR, given elevated EZ recession
risks. In contrast, we expect the JPY to strengthen, benefiting from the fact it is trading well below ‘fair’ value.
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Economic activity

In this section:

• Has headline inflation in developed markets peaked? (p. 3–4)
• Markets discounting too heavily inflation risks (p. 4–5)

Turning the corner – Investments in developed markets (DMs) are recording their best month since Q4/20, with
balanced 60/40 portfolios rising 9% since midJuly. Arguably, the main factor behind strong portfolio returns are
weakerthanexpected inflation readings for July, lifting equity and bond prices via lower longterm yields.

Although one data point does not make a trend, the July inflation figures beg the question on whether DM inflation
has finally peaked. As we can see in F1 in p.1, markets not only believe that inflation has turned the corner, but that
slowing cyclical conditions will quickly bring inflation back to target. This is of crucial importance to the global
investment outlook, as a rapid adjustment would allow central banks to cut rates in 2023 to stimulate demand.
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F3: Demand-side points to lower inflation
DM CPI inflation vs. consumer confidence

Inflation (L)
Confidence 
(12M lead; R)

Note: Chart compares year-on-year CPI inflation against consumer confidence in 
OECD countries. Confidence index normalized at 100. Source: OECD.
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F4: Supply chain pressures are easing
DM PPI inflation vs delays in delivery

Note: Chart compares DM PPI inflation (YoY %) to delays in supplier deliveries (in 
standard deviations). Source: Numera Analytics, National statistical agencies.

PPI inflation (L)

Delays in delivery 
(R; 12M lead)

While we agree that headline inflation in some DMs has likely peaked, our research suggests that investors and
economists are grossly underestimating inflation risks. This, in turn, points to lengthier hiking cycles, weakening
the global growth outlook and curbing the upside for sovereign bonds (see p.67) and equity valuations.

There are two key factors pointing to lower inflationary pressures in 2023. On the demandside, soaring food, energy
and housing costs have eroded purchasing power to alltime lows (F3). In combination with rising borrowing costs,
weak sentiment points to reduced demand and slower price growth for discretionary categories, like durable goods.
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Economic activity

Goods demand, in fact, has already started to weaken. As we predicted last year, slowing goods demand is allowing
supplychain bottlenecks to ease, with factories reporting reduced delays in delivery. As we can see in F4, delays in
delivery have strong predictive power over producer prices, in turn strongly correlated to goods inflation.

Not in freefall – Both factors translate into a high probability that DM inflation will ease in 2023. For example, our
models reveal an 89% chance that inflation in the EZ will be lower than 8.8% (the July YoY reading) by Q3/23. But
while the inflation level will likely diminish, the rate of decline will be much slower than investors anticipate.
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F5: Markets overly bearish on oil prices
Brent outlook vs. futures curve (USD / bbl)

Numera baseline

NYMEX futures

Notes: Charts compares the our baseline forecast for the Brent prices and the 
NYMEX futures for the next 12 months. Sources: NYMEX; Numera Analytics.
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F6: EZ inflation exposed to gas shortages
EU natural gas prices vs. EU RU gas imports

EU gas imports 
from Russia (L)

Real natural 
gas prices (R)

Note: Chart compares Dutch TTF natural gas spot prices (in 2022 EUR / MWh) 
against EU natural gas imports from Russia (in million MT equivalent, SAAR). 
Source: Eurostat, ICE; Numera calculations.

RU gas supply 
starts declining

In the US, for example, 2year breakeven inflation is now below 3%. Considering inflation is running at 8.5% YoY, a
3% average requires inflation to very quickly converge to target. Even if activity fell sharply, this is an unlikely scenario
given both energy and services (over half of the consumer basket in DMs) still face serious supply constraints.

Since rate hikes have a delayed impact on inflation, the only realistic way inflation falls below target is with a
sustained decline in energy prices. Oil is down $30 / bbl since peaking in June, and futures markets are ‘pricing
in’ a further $15 drop by Q3/24. While rising recession risks worsen the nearterm outlook, tight shale supply, EU
sanctions on Russia, and limited spare capacity in the Middle East limit downside risks at longer horizons (F5).

An even greater inflationary risk, particularly for Europe, is the possibility of much higher natural gas prices as Russia
restricts pipeline deliveries to the EU. Spot prices have already quadrupled YTD (F6), and could rise further during
the winter months given very low inventories and difficulties importing LNG to replace RU gas. In addition, production
outages at nuclear plants are making it difficult to replace fossil fuels, pointing to very high electricity prices in Q4.
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Economic activity
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F7: Shelter inflation unlikely to ease soon
NA housing prices vs. CPI rent (YoY %) 

Note: Chart compares year-over-year changes in North American (CA + US) 
housing prices to the rent sub-component of CPI. Coutries are weighted by GDP 
share. Source: CREA, StatCan, S&P, BLS; Numera calculations. 
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F8: High wages not lifting labour supply
US participation rate vs wage growth (%)

Note: Chart compares the US prime age (25-54) labour force participation rate to 
median YoY wage growth. Source: BLS, Atlanta Fed. 
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Beyond energy prices, another factor accentuating inflation risks are record low housing inventories. Subur
ban migration and delays in construction has caused housing prices in DMs – and especially in North America – to
grow at double digits over the past year and a half. Housing prices lead shelter inflation by one year (F7), so even if
higher mortgage rates lower housing prices in H2, shelter inflation will likely remain elevated until at least 2024.

The labour market is the final piece of the inflation puzzle. Besides strong labour demand, one major factor propping
up wage growth and service inflation are very low participation rates. While high wages should encourage workers
to re enter the job market, early retirement and health concerns is preventing firms from filling openings (F8).

All these factors point to stronger inflation than current market expectations. We can see this in T1, which compares
the likelihood that inflation in major DMs is higher than the consensus of professional forecasters by 2023. The most
likely outcome is for DM CPI inflation to average 4.3% next year, with a 62% chance of beating expectations.

2022f 2023f 2022f 2023f 2022 2023

  DM CPI inflation 7.4% 4.3% 7.2% 3.7% 79% 62%

     Eurozone 7.9% 4.8% 7.8% 4.1% 64% 65%

     United States 8.1% 4.4% 8.1% 3.8% 42% 62%

Baseline scenarios Probabilities

  T1: DM inflation
Numera outlook Consensus (08/22) > Consensus
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Macro strategy

In this section:

• Will lower inflation help DM bonds recover? (p. 6–7)

Bonds still at risk – Few assets are as vulnerable to persistently high inflation as sovereign bonds. DM sovereign
bond indices fell 20% in real terms in H1 (see F2 in p.1), weighed down by high breakeven inflation, expectations of
monetary tightening, and a strong USD. More recently, a widespread perception that DM inflation is nearing its peak
has boosted demand for Treasuries, with DM bonds rising 3% since bottoming out in midJune.

Underlying this stronger performance is a belief that DM policy rates will peak in early 2023, as lower inflation allows
policymakers to focus on real activity. F9, for example, compares actual and projected changes in the Fed funds rate
against past hiking cycles. So far, the rate of increase matches the Fed’s typical response in high inflation regimes.
In contrast, investors expect the Fed to adopt a less aggressive stance over the next 612M.
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F9: Markets expect rates to peak in Q1/23
Fed hiking cycles with high / low inflation

High inflation
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Note: Chart track the average increase in the Fed funds rate (in bps) since 1960 when 
hiking cycles occur during high and low inflation regimes. Dashed red line is the latest 
Fed funds futures curve. Source: Numera Analytics.
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F10: In high inflation, focus is price stability

Policy rate response to high inflation (1970+)

High inflation Low inflation

Note: Chart shows the estimated response of policy rates to a 1-point increase in headline 
inflation, controlling for changes in cyclical unemployment. 'High inflation' refers to infaltion 
1-standard deviations above target. Source: Numera Analytics. 

For this to occur, DMs would have to experience a ‘classic’ recession, historically associated with strong sovereign
bond returns. Given elevated inflation risks, however, DMs are much more likely to experience stagflation, a ma
cro regime in which high inflation typically prevents policymakers from adopting a dovish stance.

F10 illustrates this dynamic by comparing the sensitivity of DM policy rates to a 1point increase in inflation, after
controlling for cyclical unemployment. Central banks react more aggressively when inflation is above target, with
particularly vigorous responses by central banks with a clear primary mandate of price stability, like the BoE.
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Macro strategy

High and persistent inflation means that policymakers will probably raise rates further and longer than what
bond markets currently anticipate. Higherthanexpected policy rates would put upward pressure on longterm
yields, discouraging a rotation towards sovereign bonds even as economic activity weakens.

This pattern of excessive optimism is in fact common during periods of high and falling inflation. We can see this in
F11, which compares average yearly returns on DM bonds when inflation is high but moving closer to target. Unlike
the commonly held belief that bonds outperform once inflation peaks, periods of high and falling inflation are
associated with belowaverage returns, as investors typically underestimate the degree of monetary tightening.
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F11: High, falling inflation still bad for bonds

DM real bond returns by inflation regime

High and falling inflation Average

Note: Chart compares average real returns on local sovereign bonds since 1985 
against average yearly returns when inflation in each country is high but declining (i.e. 
moving closer to target). Source: Numera Analytics on ICE BofAML data.
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F12: Bond investments remain at risk
DM sovereign bond outlook - 12M ahead

42%

Positive 
returns

-0.8%

Tail risk:

-18%

Note: 12M probabiltiy forecast for real USD-denominated investments in DM sovereign bonds 
(the ICE BofAML global government index). Shaded area denotes probability of positive real 
returns. Source: Numera Analytics.

F12 shows our latest 12M forecast for USD investments in DM (US + offshore) sovereign bonds. Our forecasting
framework separately models fluctuations in bond prices, coupons and the implied FX swing. This strategy improves
the model’s predictive power versus a pure ‘top down’ approach, as it improves the statistical link between total bond
returns and key macro drivers like DM policy rates, inflation and the USD.

The most likely outcome is for DM bonds to fall around 1% over the next 12M, with a 58% chance of negative
real returns. Underlying this bearish outlook is a 50 bps increase in DM 10Y yields, as persistently high inflation
weakens demand for government bonds. In addition, we expect dollardenominated returns to weaken further as
Fed hikes and elevated financial stress cause DM currencies to lose further ground against the dollar.

In relative terms, the bearish outlook means global investors should overweigh stocks over bonds in balanced port
folios. This may seem counterintuitive amid rising recession risk, but is consistent with the fact that sovereign bonds
are among the worst performing assets in stagflation regimes. Instead of relying on sovereign debt as a ‘macro’ he
dge, we believe a better strategy is to overweigh defensives and gold (see our latest Global Chart Pack for details).
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Macro strategy

1. Investment recommendations

Position:

2 1

  Global equity calls
1

  Asset class

    DM equities 1 - June 22
     World MSCI TR USD

      Australia 1 1 Potential upgrade (rel) May 22

      Canada 0 0 May 22

      Europe -1 -1 July 22

          France 1 0 Downgraded (rel) May 22

          Germany 1 0 -

          Italy 0 0 May 22

          Netherlands 1 0 Downgraded (rel) May 22

          Spain 1 0 May 22

          Switzerland 2 2 June 22

          United Kingdom -1 -1 June 22

      Japan 1 0 June 22

      United States 1 2 May 22

    EM equities 1 2 Jan. 22
     EM MSCI TR USD

      EM Asia 2 1 July 22

          China 2 2 June 22

          India 0 1 Apr. 22

          South Korea 0 1 May 22

          Taiwan 1 1 -

      EM EMEA 0 0 Dec. 21

          Russia  -  - Delisted from MSCI -

          South Africa 1 1 -

      Latin America 1 1 May 22

          Brazil 1 1 May 22

          Mexico 1 1 Apr. 22

Overweight Neutral Underweight

Absolute Relative
2

High

Downside risk

Moderate

High

High

High

Comments
3

Last change
3

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Moderate

High

High

High

High

High

High

-

Moderate

High

High

Moderate
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Macro strategy

  Global FICC calls
1

  Asset class

    DM sovereign bonds 0 0 Jan. 22
     World BAML TR USD

        Eurozone 1 -1 Oct. 20

        Japan 0 0 Downgraded (abs) Aug. 22

        United States 0 0 Dec. 21

    EM HC bonds 1 2 Oct. 21

    EM LC bonds 1 1 Feb. 22

    Cash   - 2 May 22

    Commodities 1 1 Upgraded (abs) Aug. 22
     S&P GSCI TR

      Crude oil 0 0 Downgraded June 22

      Gold 1 2 Jul. 20

      Base metals 2 2 Upgraded (rel) June 22

          Aluminum 1 2 Upgraded (rel) -

          Copper 2 2 Upgraded (rel) June 22

    USD vs. DM FX 
4

    Canadian dollar 0   - Apr. 22

    Euro -1   - June 22

    British pound 1   - Jan. 21

    Japanese yen 2   - Jun. 21

    USD vs. EM FX

    Brazilian real 1 - Feb. 22

    Chinese yuan 1 - Apr. 22

    Mexican peso 0 - Nov. 21

    Russian ruble 0 - Aug. 22

Absolute Relative
2 Downside risk

  2. In every case, relative performance versus World MSCI TR. Please see charts on p. 10 for a full asset comparison.

Moderate

High

High

Last change
3

High

  1. Investment recommendations for a 12-month holding period August 2022 - July 2023).

Low

High

High

  4. All currency calls are from the perspective of the US dollar. An underweight position means 'underweight USD'.

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

  3. Indicates change in position and warns of potential changes; last column tracks changes in absolute position.

Moderate

High

High

Comments
3

Note: Click here for our indepth commentary and underlying probability forecasts.
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Macro strategy

2. Asset comparison
We can use probability forecasts to assess and compare the riskreward balance of equity and bond investments. We do so by comparing upside to downside risk, where
upside (downside) risk is the probability of positive (negative) returns over a minimum threshold, times the extent of potential gains (losses). This is known as the Omega
ratio, a probability weighted riskreward metric that depends explicitly on risk preferences. Assets with a higher Omega ratio are more attractive investments. If an asset has
equivalent upside and downside risk, it will have an Omega of 1, landing on the 45° line in the charts below. Numbers in red rank assets by their riskreward ratio for balanced
and growth investors (for growth investors, we set the minimum acceptable return to +2% in real terms).
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Macro strategy

3. Top Conviction Calls & Scorecard

  Absolute Calls

  Asset class

    DM energy stocks 2.1% Tight oil supply, RU/UA conflict

    CA equities (unhedged) 10% Low oil upside, flattening yield curve

    Industrial metals 22% Zero-COVID, rising mining supply

    DM health care stocks 5.9% Rising recession risk, flight to quality

    Switzerland (unhedged) 4.0% Rising recession risk, flight to quality

  Relative Calls

  Asset class

    Gold / DM bonds 16% Low real rates, effective lower bound

    DM value / growth stocks 20% Strong global growth, high inflation

    US stocks / US bonds 9.7% Strong US growth, rising yields

    DM / EM LC bonds 12% Faster EM monetary tightening

    Commodities / DM stocks 48% Closed: Excess commodity speculation

    BRL / EUR 2.6% RU/UA war, widening interest spread

    JPY / CAD -6.4% Limited oil upside, rising financial stress05/22

06/22

06/22

-

-

Closing date

-12%

-11%

-

Short 05/22 - 12%

Short 05/22 15%

- 6.25

06/22

-

Long

Long

Rolling       

stop loss

2. Rolling stop loss is set to match average real expected losses for 12M holdings, derived from Numera's probability forecasts. Position closes when new investments fall below this threshold.

3. Total inflation-adjusted returns versus open date from the perspective of a US investor. Profits on short positions expressed as gains.

OW 06/20 -8%

OW 02/21 -

Long BRL 03/22

02/22

-

1. Opening position corresponds to the day prior to the publishing of Numera's Global Investment Calls & Chart Pack  (15-19th of each month).
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110Long JPY

Key macro factorsClosing dateAction

-15%
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3Open date

1 Rolling       
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2
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Key macro factors

-

-6%

-8%
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-

OW -14%

Cumulative 

profits
3

OW

OW

Action Open date

4. Benchmarks

• DM stocks: DM: MSCI World TR USD; CA: MSCI CA TR USD; Europe: MSCI Europe TR USD (Western Europe, including UK and CH);
JP: MSCI JP TR USD; UK: MSCI UK TR USD; US: S&P 500 TR.

• EM stocks: EM Asia: MSCI EM Asia TR USD; EMEA: MSCI EM EMEA TR USD; LatAm: MSCI EM Latin America TR USD.

• Bonds: DM: BofAML world sovereign bond index TR USD; US: ICE BofAML US Treasury index TR; DE: BofAML German government
index TR USD; EM: BofAML EM external sovereign index TR USD.

• Commodities: Crude oil: S&P GSCI crude oil TR USD; Gold: S&P GSCI gold TR USD.

• Deflator: US consumer price index, all urban consumers (SA)
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